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Puppet state

A puppet state is a metaphor of a state that is supposedly independent
but is in fact dependent upon an outside power, it is nominally sovereign
but effectively controlled by a foreign or otherwise alien power, for
reasons such as financial interests, in fact anything but the common good.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puppet_state
Puppet state - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Puppet Government | Definition of Puppet Government by
...
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/puppet government
Puppet government definition is - a government which is endowed with the outward
symbols of authority but in which direction and control are exercised by another power.
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Puppet state - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puppet_state

Overview Contents Etymology of the term 19th century Imperial Japan Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy

A puppet state is a state that is supposedly independent but is in fact dependent upon an
outside power. It is nominally sovereign but effectively controlled by a foreign or
otherwise alien power, for reasons such as financial interests. A puppet state preserves
the external paraphernalia of independence like a name, flag, anthem, constitution, law
codes and motto but in reality is an organ of another state which created or sponsoreâ€¦

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license
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Puppet state - Simple English Wikipedia, the free â€¦
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puppet_state
A puppet state is a country that is officially independent, but not in practice. Puppet
governments are usually kept in power by military force provided by an occupying
country. Puppet state is a biased term. It is used to criticize the government of the
alleged puppet state.

Puppet states in history · Related pages

What Is A Puppet Government? - WorldAtlas.com
https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/what-is-a-puppet-government.html
The puppet government still holds its own facade of an identity, perpetuated by retaining
its own flag, name, national anthem, law, and constitution. However, these type of
governments are not considered as legitimate according to international law.

PUPPET GOVERNMENT - AudioEnglish.org
https://www.audioenglish.org/dictionary/puppet_government.htm
Definition of puppet government in the AudioEnglish.org Dictionary. Meaning of puppet
government. What does puppet government mean? Proper usage and pronunciation (in
phonetic transcription) of the word puppet government.
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bing.com/videos

See more videos of puppet government

Puppet government - definition of puppet government by
â€¦
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/puppet+government
The puppet government of occupied Kashmkir on record has said that the defaulters owe
the State Power Development Department Rs 1892 crore up to October 2017.

Puppet-government dictionary definition | puppet ...
www.yourdictionary.com/puppet-government
(plural puppet governments) A government which is formally independent, but de facto
wholly controlled by a foreign power.

Puppet government Synonyms, Puppet ... -
thesaurus.com
www.thesaurus.com/browse/puppet government
Synonyms for puppet government at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus,
antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for puppet government.
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Capital: Oslo
Government: Nazi one-party â€¦

Currency: Norwegian krone (NOK)
Religion: Lutheranism
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Government - Puppet
https://puppet.com/solutions/government
How Puppet helps government agencies with STIG compliance Complex security
regulations are difficult to comply with â€” and it's expensive to fail. Hear how Puppet
brought one agency from 30% compliance to 98%.

Quisling regime - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quisling_regime
The Quisling regime or Quisling government are common names used to refer to the
fascist collaborationist government led by Vidkun Quisling in German-occupied Norway
during the Second World War. The official name of the regime from 1 February 1942 until
its dissolution in May 1945 was Nasjonale regjering (English: National Government).

1940 coup · Provisional ... · Government · Politics · Goal of independence

Puppet state - definition of puppet state by The Free ...
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/puppet+state
The puppet state government, on the one hand, gives veiled threats to the people to
maintain peace but on the other hand, has utterly failed to control the terror unleashed by
the Indian forces upon the hapless people.
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